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1. One carbon credit represents one tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) avoided or sequestered.
2. MtCO2e = Million metric tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent.
3. Retirement value is calculated as the African retired volume in that year multiplied by the average price of Africa-sourced credits in that year (regardless of vintage).

Voluntary Carbon Markets in Africa

Source: Africa Carbon Markets Initiative (ACMI), September 2022

https://www.seforall.org/system/files/2022-11/ACMI_Roadmap_Report_Nov_16.pdf


The Africa Opportunity

Voluntary carbon markets 
grew at a compound annual 
growth rate of over 31% from 

2016 to 2021 (based on 
carbon credit retirements). 

African voluntary carbon 

markets are growing at a 

slightly faster pace than global 

markets (36% CAGR from 2016 

to 2021 vs. 31% for global

markets)

Prices are expected to rise 
given supply constraints and 

lead time to generate credits.

There is opportunity to 
coordinate carbon market 
development with African 
climate and development 

priorities.

Most African countries are 
producing a fraction of their 

total maximum annual 
potential. 

As companies increasingly 
commit to net zero, the 

market is expected to grow 
15x to 2030

Source: Africa Carbon Markets Initiative (ACMI), September and November 2022

https://www.seforall.org/system/files/2022-11/ACMI_Roadmap_Report_Nov_16.pdf


Taxonomy of voluntary carbon credits

Source: Myles Allen et al., The Oxford Principles for Net Zero Aligned Carbon Offsetting (Oxford, UK: University of Oxford, September 

2020), https://www.smithschool.ox.ac.uk/publications/reports/Oxford-Offsetting-Principles-2020.pdf

https://www.smithschool.ox.ac.uk/publications/reports/Oxford-Offsetting-Principles-2020.pdf


Carbon credits: Typology and pricing

*CORSIA = carbon offsetting and reduction scheme for international aviation

Types of Carbon Credits 

• CORSIA* eligible reflects carbon credits eligible for the 

International Civil Aviation Organization’s CORSIA program. 

• Renewable energy reflects renewable energy carbon credits 

that avoid GHG emissions. 

• Nature based reflects nature-based carbon credits from 

projects that either avoid or remove GHG emissions. 

• Avoidance is a basket assessment that reflects carbon credits 

from projects that avoid GHG emissions.

• Removals is a basket assessment that reflects carbon credits 

from projects that remove GHG emissions from the 

atmosphere. 

These carbon credits can be secured though a range of 

projects and activities such as agriculture, carbon capture and 

storage, carbon capture and utilization, energy efficiency, 

forestry, fuel switch, fugitive emissions, industrial gases, 

manufacturing, renewable energy, transport, waste and blue 

carbon. 

Source: State and Trends of Carbon Pricing, World Bank, 2022

Prices by project type

Source: Africa Carbon Markets Initiative (ACMI), November 2022

https://media-exp1.licdn.com/dms/document/C4D1FAQG7yRRwRDhtQA/feedshare-document-pdf-analyzed/0/1653904366744?e=1654732800&v=beta&t=NXfP6ZisEK4oEJJnVCjkGNX9KU-rTY7xvdaXk10bQGc
https://www.seforall.org/system/files/2022-11/ACMI_Roadmap_Report_Nov_16.pdf


Source: Africa Carbon Markets Initiative (ACMI), November 2022

Carbon credit projects and challenges to address in Africa

Types of carbon credit projects Challenges to address to scale voluntary carbon markets in Africa

https://www.seforall.org/system/files/2022-11/ACMI_Roadmap_Report_Nov_16.pdf


Project origination Project Preparation Project Financing
Reporting, Disclosure and 

Compliance 

Active knowledge of 

numerous high potential 

carbon projects in Africa.

Knowledge of skill type 

and cost required to 

improve carbon project 

bankability, and a system 

of cost sharing.

Impact

Stage

Updated knowledge on 

risk and success factors on 

carbon investments in 

Africa.

Aggregation of bankable 

carbon investment 

opportunities in Africa.

• Identify firms/projects that 

can generate carbon credits.

• Assess capabilities & risks; 

and technical and financial 

requirements to get 

firms/projects ready.

• Generate opportunities with 

good potential consistently.

• Shortlist opportunities.

• Determine the 

financial & technical 

requirements & costs 

for preparation.

• Link to appropriate 

experts to prepare 

projects.

Process

• Match projects/firms with 

interested financiers and 

investors.

• Develop briefs, 

prospectuses, profiles etc. 

on carbon investment 

opportunities in Africa.

• Pool expertise on carbon 

monitoring, reporting, 

verification (MRV), 

disclosures & compliance 

in Africa.

• Link to carbon registries.

• Share data, lessons, tools 

and knowledge.
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• Some of these challenges can be addressed by investing in the financial architecture of carbon trading in Africa.
• Institutions with incentives to deepen carbon finance in Africa can adopt an intellectual approach beyond just securing deals to

one focused on building the financial architecture that facilitates the scaling of carbon finance.
• This requires an alignment of mandates, compensation, performance indicators, bonuses, and business models to integrate 

architecture development in the process of carbon finance strategy design and implementation. 

The Financial Architecture of Carbon Finance in Africa

Source: Anzetse Were, How to develop a green project pipeline in Africa, British International Investment September 2022

Financial Architecture for Carbon Finance Pipeline Development

https://www.bii.co.uk/en/african-climate-conversation/how-to-develop-a-green-project-pipeline-in-africa/
https://www.bii.co.uk/en/african-climate-conversation/how-to-develop-a-green-project-pipeline-in-africa/


Carbon Finance Professional Service 

Providers 

(i.e. Carbon registries, Verifiers/ 

Accreditors, MRV experts, Carbon 

Finance Data collection & analysis)

Institutions for Carbon Project 

Origination and Preparation to 

generate carbon credit supply

Blended Finance at Institution and 

Transaction level

Scaling and Retaining Carbon

Finance

Carbon-related Financial and Fiscal 

Incentives

Government Carbon and Carbon 

Finance Policy Coordination 
Awareness Raising: Supply and 

Demand Side

Carbon Finance and Sector 

Specific Data Infrastructure 

(i.e. a Carbon Exchange)

Government Carbon Finance and 

Sector Technical Capacity Building 

and Upskilling

Carbon-related Legislation, Law and 

Reform

Government Roles: 
Access, Efficiency and Stability

Enablers

Deepen Local Climate 

Financiers, Capital Markets 

and Institutions

Pillars for a Conducive Environment for Carbon Trading in Africa

• As African governments get more engaged in domiciling carbon trading, there is an opportunity to be deliberate in taking 
an ecosystem view that fosters a conducive environment for carbon trading.

• The focus should centre the climate priorities of African governments and deliberately integrate the concerns, welfare and 
interests of indigenous and local communities.

• The recommendation is that the initial focus be on building a dynamic carbon trading market rather than an extractive focus 
that sees carbon trading as an immediate source of revenue. 
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